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Change History 

Date Version Change 

January 31, 2006 1.1 Added build and 
deployment instructions 
templates 

March 8, 2006 1.1.1 Minor text and formatting 
updates.   Database 
deployment section added. 

February 21, 2007 2.0 Comprehensive review and 
updates 
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Summary of Changes in Version 2.0 
Most of the changes from previous versions of this document revolve around clarification 
and enhancement of existing policies.  However, there were some significant changes in 
the number and timing of the staging and production deployment windows.  These 
changes allow for daily production and staging deployments (see Appendix E).  This is to 
allow the NCICB Systems, SCM, and DBA teams to provide for faster turn-around times 
on deployment requests for those applications that have provided detailed build and 
deployment instructions in advance of any deployment request.  The Systems team has 
resolved to respond to every deployment request within four (working) hours to provide a 
target window for the deployment activities to begin (please note that this is not a 
promise to complete all deployments in four hours).  In addition, this version of the 
NCICB Deployment Handbook includes guidelines for teams who need to have their 
deployment request fast-tracked or who need any other sort of exception to the 
documented process. 
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Purpose of this Document 
This document is meant to encapsulate the key elements of the deployment process in 
place at NCICB, and capture the best practices and lessons learned in over four years of 
experience performing builds and deployments.  The ever-increasing complexity of 
deployments at NCICB necessitates more rigidity of process than has been the case in the 
past, and this document attempts to capture the salient facts to ensure deployments 
continue to go smoothly.  Experience has shown that the single most important factor in 
determining how quickly a deployment request can be honored is the completeness and 
correctness of the deployment request package.  Therefore all development teams are 
strongly encouraged to work with the NCICB Systems, SCM, and DBA teams to clarify 
build and deployment procedures well in advance of any scheduled release dates.  Giving 
Systems an early opportunity to review and dry-run build and deployment instructions 
will bring any issues to light before they become urgent.  

A more detailed discussion of the NCICB software deployment process is available in 
SCM Initiative - Deployment Guidelines (available at the SCM Initiative GForge site).  
Any conflicts between the information in this document and the SCM Initiative - 
Deployment Guidelines should be resolved in favor of the latter. 

Requesting an Exception 
Under normal circumstances, all deployment requests are handled in the order they are 
received, although factors such as current workload and resource availability, deployment 
complexity, Systems’ familiarity with the build and deployment processes for a particular 
application, and software interdependencies may cause a reordering of priorities.  
However, please note that beyond these typical scheduling exceptions, none of the 
members of the Systems, SCM, or DBA teams can authorize exceptions to the policies 
and procedures documented here without authorization from the NCICB Systems Team 
sponsor.  If an exception (such as a fast-tracked deployment, or promoting a particular 
request to the head of the queue) is necessary, you should first explain it to your project 
manager/government sponsor who can follow the proper channels to address your 
concerns appropriately. 

SCM Initiative GForge Project 
All of the documents discussed here can be found on the SCM Initiative GForge project 
site (https://gforge.nci.nih.gov/docman/?group_id=27).   If you need assistance finding a 
particular form or document, feel free to contact the NCICB Application Support team at 
ncicb@pop.nci.nih.gov.  
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Key Terms and Concepts 

Deployment Request Package 
The deployment request packages contains the formal request to the SCM/Systems/DBA 
team(s) to begin doing the work necessary to deploy a new version of your software to 
the staging or production tier.  Depending on the work involved in accomplishing that, 
the actual deployment request package may consist of multiple forms.  A summary of 
these forms is below, and all may be found on the SCM Initiative GForge site: 

• Deployment Request Form (Appendix A).  This form is always required for 
every deployment, even those that only require database updates.  This form may 
change periodically, so it is important to use the version on GForge rather than a 
cached local copy when submitting requests.  The crucial information here is the 
module, the tag to build from, and the tier to deploy to.   There are also a series of 
checkboxes that are designed to alert the Systems team to changes that may 
necessitate more care to ensure a smooth deployment. 

• Database Deployment Request Form (Appendix D).  This form is always 
required when updates to the database are necessary.  As noted above, even if 
only a database update is requested, both a Deployment Request Form and a 
Database Deployment Request Form are required. 

• Build Instructions (Appendix B).  Build instructions for the most part should not 
change from deployment to deployment, and thus don’t necessarily need to be 
provided every time.  Ideally, build (and deployment) instructions should have 
been provided by the development team, reviewed by Systems, and tested well in 
advance of the first deployment request.  This ensures that any potential issues are 
identified and addressed before any critical deadlines.   Teams are actively 
discouraged from making changes to build instructions without prior discussions 
with the Systems team.  As a rule of thumb, build instructions should be provided 
to Systems no later than the date the application goes to QA, although sooner is 
always better. 

• Deployment Instructions (Appendix C).   As discussed above, deployment 
instructions should have been provided, reviewed, and tested well in advance of a 
deployment request.  

Keep in mind that if there are any differences in build or deployment instructions from 
staging to production (for example, build targets are often different), a second complete 
set of build and deployment documents must be provided for the production tier as well.  
A long term goal of the SCM and Systems teams is to isolate all tier-specific differences 
in an application’s external property files, which should eliminate the need for tier-
specific build instructions.  Teams are encouraged to work towards this goal to simplify 
their deployments in the future. 
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Please note that last-minute changes to build or deployment instructions can potentially 
delay deployment as the changes are reviewed and assessed.  Developers are strongly 
encouraged to discuss any build or deployment changes with Systems in advance.  The 
long term goal is for both build and deployment instructions to become change-controlled 
documents once they have been reviewed and approved by the Systems team. 

Deployment Unit 
The deployment unit is simply your application binary files and all necessary supporting 
files (property files, SQL/DDL scripts, shell scripts, etc.) that are necessary to 
successfully deploy it in the target environment.   Since with few exceptions all of the 
components of an application’s deployment unit should be kept in CVS, they will be 
bundled and delivered by the SCM/Builders as the last step in the build process.  Thus 
these artifacts should be clearly identified in the build instructions in the ‘Deployment 
Unit’ section.  Please note that every file described in this section should also have a 
corresponding description in the database deployment instructions or application 
deployment instructions so the appropriate parties know what to do with them. 

Deployment Roles 
The Systems team is not a monolithic entity.  This has lead to confusion in the past 
because developers expect agreements reached with one part of the team to be instantly 
communicated to other parts.  Although this is a laudable goal, it is not always achievable 
in practice, and thus developers are encouraged to be as explicit as possible with their 
requests at all times. 

A typical deployment request will involve at least four separate constituencies of the 
Systems team, and possibly all five.  Developers should keep these constituencies in 
mind as they assemble the deployment request package.  The key roles are: 

• Application Support.  All deployment requests start here.  Their function is to 
review the request for completeness, and to break it up into multiple sub-requests 
in cases where both an application and database deployment are necessary. 

• Analysis.  Not really an official ‘team’, this group is composed of members of the 
other teams discussed here, and is responsible for assessing the request package 
for correctness and assigning it to a target deployment window. 

• SCM.  The SCM group is responsible for the build, and for gathering all the 
necessary pieces of the deployment unit for delivery to the Deployers and DBAs.  
Note that the SCM team is the only team that has access to CVS, so Deployers 
and DBAs should never be instructed to check out supporting documentation 
from CVS.  Any such documentation should be described in the build instructions 
so that the SCM team can handle it. 

• DBA.  This group handles all database updates.  
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• Deployers.  This group will handle the application deployment, as well as proper 
configuration of the target environment according to the deployment instructions 
provided.  

While this document uses ‘Systems’ indiscriminately, where the distinction is important 
it will be clearly drawn; if not, it’s safe to assume that the issue being discussed is 
collectively important to all of the constituencies. 

Delivery Mechanisms 
As NCICB developers increasingly adopt GForge for storing all project-related 
documents, it has been suggested that deployment documents should be delivered via the 
same mechanism (that is, the deployment request email would contain only links to the 
relevant documents, rather than attaching them).    

This is acceptable, but experience has shown that it’s generally easier for Systems (which 
means, all things being equal, a faster turn-around time) if all documents are directly 
attached to the request.   For one reason, links are often mangled by line breaks (either in 
the original email or during the translation into the issue tracking system), which often 
makes it problematic to retrieve the documents quickly.  Similarly, non-URL pointers 
(such as ‘Project X -> Docs ->Deployment Requests -> Staging -> 03152006’) can slow 
retrieval times down as well.   The longer it takes to retrieve the necessary documents, the 
longer it will take to perform the work needed to complete the deployment.  Please note 
that this does not mean that developers should not put these documents into GForge as 
well.  It simply means that taking an extra 5 minutes to bundle them into a zip and 
attaching them to the originating email will generally pay big dividends in the 
smoothness of the build and deployment. 

Also, as alluded to above, it is expected that all of the components of the deployment unit 
should be kept in CVS, and identified for the SCM/Builders to deliver to the Deployers 
and DBAs.  One exception to this rule would be large data files that are being provided as 
part of a database deployment request.  Alternative delivery mechanisms should be 
worked out (FTP, etc.) with the Systems team in advance. 

Overview of the Deployment Process 
Key points to keep in mind: 

• All deployment requests should be sent to the Application Support team at 
ncicb@pop.nci.nih.gov.  Please do not send requests to individuals, which may 
result in delayed deployments if those individuals are not available to respond.  
Sending requests through the Application Support team allows the SCM and 
Systems teams to better track the progress of the build and deployment activities.  
It is also not necessary to CC the request to anyone else on the Systems or SCM 
teams (and teams are discouraged from doing so).  The request will be routed 
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appropriately by the Application Support team. 

• According to published policy, all deployment requests are subject to a 24-hour 
review period from the time the formal deployment request is received until the 
team is notified of the scheduled deployment date.  The purpose of the review 
period is to give the Systems team an opportunity to assess the completeness and 
correctness of the request package, as well as to plan for and schedule the build 
and deployment activities.   

• The goal of the Systems team is to shorten this review period to no more than 4 
(working) hours, at which time a target deployment window will be identified and 
communicated back to the requester, assuming that the request package is 
complete and correct and that any outstanding build or deployment 
questions have been addressed.  Please note that this does not necessarily mean 
that deployments will be completed within 4 hours, only that the target window 
for deployment has been identified in that time.  However, it is anticipated that 
for well understood builds, staging requests received before 10:00 AM will be 
eligible for deployment in the 2:00 deployment window the same day. 

• Complex deployments that are expected to take a significant amount of time may 
be scheduled outside of the usual deployment windows. 

• For new projects being deployed for the first time, Systems may require 
significantly longer notice of staging and production deployments, so prepare 
accordingly. 

• Similarly, complex builds and deployments may take significantly longer to 
accomplish. 

• Database deployments can occur either separately, or in conjunction with a 
staging or production deployments.  Formerly, database deployments were 
handled on the same form as application deployments, which has been a source of 
confusion.  To bypass that confusion going forward, a separate database 
deployment form has been defined and will be detailed below. 

• Some of the factors that can affect the length of the build and deployment cycle 
are: the completeness and correctness of the deployment package; the size of the 
current queue of requests; the complexity of the request (for example, if it 
involves multiple dependent builds and deployments); Systems’ previous 
experience in building and deploying your application; and resource availability 
(both on the part of the Systems team and on the part of the development team, 
should any issues arise).  The various forms and policies described in this 
document take into account lessons learned from many years of build and 
deployment experience and have been designed to bring any potential issues to 
the surface as quickly as possible.  Of course, these benefits can only be realized 
if the processes are followed and the necessary forms are faithfully filled out.   
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As mentioned above, no one on the Systems team is authorized to bypass any of these 
policies and procedures.  If you believe your deployment request needs special handling, 
start first by raising your concerns with your project manager and/or government sponsor.  
It is their responsibility to renegotiate priorities with other projects in the deployment 
queue if it is determined that a particular request requires special handling. 

Database Deployments 
1. All database deployment requests must use the new Database Deployment 

Request form described in Appendix D of this document. 

2. Fill out and submit the Database Deployment Request form to the Application 
Support group at ncicb@pop.nci.nih.gov.  It is not necessary (and is actively 
discouraged) to CC the SCM Administrator, Systems Team, or other individuals.  
The request will be reviewed and routed appropriately by the Application Support 
team.  

3. A member of the DBA team will fulfill the request and notify the requester of the 
completion of the request.   

4. If there is a failure, the requester will be notified and provided with any pertinent 
information to help correct the failure.  Future database deployments must start 
again at step 1. 

5. If the database deployment request must be coordinated with an application 
deployment request, both deployment request forms must be submitted at the 
same time to the NCICB Application Support team.  Also, any dependencies must 
be noted in the body of the request form itself.  This is to ensure that the proper 
sequence of events is followed. 

6. Please note that before creating schemas for new projects (or additional schemas 
for existing projects), the SCM/Systems/DBA groups may require an up-to-date 
Architectural Review Checklist. 

Staging Deployments 
1. When the QA manager determines that a build is ready for promotion to the 

staging environment, she should create a tag in the repository to denote the 
version she wishes to promote.  The tag should be descriptive; good practice is to 
include the project name, version number, tier, and date. 

2. That tag should be specified in the deployment request.  All builds for staging and 
production will be done from tags, not from the 'head' of the repository.  This is to 
ensure repeatability if a particular build needs to get recreated at some point in the 
future.  For this reason, teams are discouraged from ever moving a tag that has 
been submitted for deployment. 
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3. The deployment request should be sent to the NCICB Application Support group 
at ncicb@pop.nci.nih.gov.  It is not necessary (and is actively discouraged) to CC 
the SCM Administrator, Systems Team or other individuals.  The request will be 
reviewed and routed appropriately by the Application Support team. 

4. The SCM Administrator or one of his staff will perform the build using the 
specified tag. 

5. If the build is successful, the deployment unit will be passed to the Deployers 
and/or DBA groups to be scheduled for deployment in the next available staging 
window (see Appendix E). 

6. If the build fails, the requester will be notified and provided with any information 
about the cause of the failure that is available.  Future deployments start again at 
step 1. 

Please note that the staging tier is not the appropriate place for experimentation with 
server settings.  The general purpose of the Staging Tier is to perform one last review 
before promoting an application to production.  It can also be used for user acceptance 
testing, stress testing, training, and live demos.  However, except for those cases, it is 
expected that most staging deployments will be eventually promoted to production.   

Also note the database deployment process outlined above.  If a staging (or production) 
deployment request requires a coordinated change to the database, both requests must be 
submitted at the same time.  Teams should also expect a longer delay in performing the 
deployment, as increased coordination is required. 

Production Deployments 
The steps for a production deployment are similar to those for a staging deployment, but 
it is important to note that production deployments can only occur for builds that have 
been successfully deployed on staging for at least 24 hours.  Production deployment 
requests are also subject to the same review period as described above.  Under no 
circumstances will a build ever be deployed directly from the QA or dev tiers to 
production.   

1. After a particular build has been successfully deployed to staging, and validated 
by the development/QA group, the QA manager may petition to promote that 
build to production.  Builds will never be automatically promoted from staging 
to production without a formal request.  However, there is no need for a new 
deployment request to be submitted; the original staging request can be amended 
and resubmitted. 

2. There is also no need to create a new tag; the production build can be performed 
using the same tag that was previously promoted to staging.  This is to ensure that 
there are no changes to the codebase between the staging and production 
deployments.  If a new tag is proposed, it will be compared to the staging tag.  If 
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there are any differences, the production deployment will be refused, and the 
build represented by the new tag will have to start on staging.  The long-term goal 
of the SCM Initiative is to eliminate the need for a separate production build step, 
allowing the staging binary to be directly promoted to production.  This does 
require that all tier-specific property files be accessible outside the deployed 
binary, but will pay off large dividends in the speed with which production 
deployments can be accomplished. 

3. The deployment request should be sent to the NCICB Application Support team at 
ncicp@pop.nci.nih.gov.  It is not necessary (and is actively discouraged) to CC 
the SCM Administrator, Systems Team, or other individuals.  The request will be 
reviewed and routed appropriately by the Application Support team. 

4. The SCM Administrator or one of his staff will perform the build using the 
specified tag. 

5. If the build is successful, the deployment unit will be passed to the Deployers to 
be scheduled for deployment in the next available production window (see 
Appendix B). 

6. If the build fails, the requester will be notified and provided with any information 
about the cause of the failure that is available.  If any code changes are necessary 
to fix the problem, the deployment process will need to start over at the staging 
tier. 

7. The same factors that cause delays in staging deployments can also affect 
production deployments.  Teams are encouraged to take into account experience 
on the staging tier when planning for production deployments.  Even with prior 
experience, it may not be possible to recreate all the configuration steps that were 
performed on staging on the production tier in a short period of time. 

The same caveats and restrictions with respect to coordinated database deployment 
requests are applicable for production deployments.   
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Appendix A – Deployment Request Form 
 
Application and Submitter Information 
Submitted by 
(name & phone 
#) 

Self-explanatory Date Self-explanatory 

Application name Self-explanatory Version number The official version 
number of the product 
being deployed 

Government 
sponsor 
(name & phone 
#) 

Self-explanatory QA approval 
(name & phone 
#) 

Self-explanatory 

Build Information 
CVS module Self-explanatory Tag to build Self-explanatory; please 

note that tags are case-
sensitive. 

Associated 
change request(s) 

List any approved change requests that are being addressed with this 
deployment. 

Changes to build 
instructions  

__ No 
__ Yes [updated build instructions must be provided; please note 
that if these changes have not been previously discussed there 
may be significant delays in performing this deployment.] 
 

Ideally, build, deployment and database deployment instructions should be 
worked out well in advance of any deployment request between the development 
team and the Systems, SCM, and DBA groups.  If there have been any changes 
to the build instructions, attach or link to the updated instructions, highlight the 
changes, and provide contact information for the developer responsible for 
resolving any issues that might arise as a result of the change.  Again, be aware 
that significant delays in deployment may result from last-minute changes. 

 
Link to build 
instructions 

If the build instructions are being kept in GForge, provide a link here, otherwise 
leave it blank and include the build instructions with the deployment request. 
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Changes to 
deployment 
instructions 

 
__ No 
__ Yes [updated deployment instructions must be provided; please 
note that if these changes have not been previously discussed 
there may be significant delays in performing this deployment.] 

Ideally, build, deployment and database deployment instructions should be 
worked out well in advance of any deployment request between the development 
team and the Systems, SCM, and DBA groups.  If there have been any changes 
to the deployment instructions, attach or link to the updated instructions, 
highlight the changes, and provide contact information for the developer 
responsible for resolving any issues that might arise as a result of the change.  
Again, be aware that significant delays in deployment may result from last-
minute changes. 

 
Link to 
deployment 
instructions 

If the deployment instructions are being kept in GForge, provide a link here, 
otherwise leave it blank and include the build instructions with the deployment 
request. 

Database update 
necessary 

__ No 
__ Yes [updated database deployment instructions must be 
provided; please note that if these changes have not been 
previously discussed there may be significant delays in 
performing this deployment.] 
 

Ideally, build, deployment and database deployment instructions should be 
worked out well in advance of any deployment request between the development 
team and the Systems, SCM, and DBA groups.  If there have been any changes 
to the database instructions, attach or link to the updated instructions, highlight 
the changes, and provide contact information for the developer responsible for 
resolving any issues that might arise as a result of the change.  Again, be aware 
that significant delays in deployment may result from last-minute changes. 

 
Link to database 
instructions 

If the database instructions are being kept in GForge, provide a link here, 
otherwise leave it blank and include the build instructions with the deployment 
request. 

Additional Instructions  
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Additional 
deployment 
instructions  

__ Build/deploy according to pre-agreed instructions 
__ Other [please explain]:  
 

This section is intended to capture any temporary additional deployment 
instructions that may be necessary for a particular deployment, such as post-
deployment test-cases, or a change to a property for debugging purposes.  
Permanent changes should get recorded in the deployment instructions guide. 

 
Proposed deployment to staging 
Requested Date Please note that while we will do our best to honor this date, there is no 

guarantee.  Our ability to meet any date is dependent on resource loads, 
application and database dependencies, and scheduled deployment windows.  
Also, as previously noted, last-minute changes to build, deployment, or database 
instructions may delay deployment.   Details about deployment windows can be 
found in the Deployment Handbook. 

Approval For Promotion to Production 
Approved by 
(name & phone 
#) 

Provide the name and contact information for the name of the person (or 
persons) responsible for approving this application for production.  Obviously, 
this field applies only to production deployment requests. 

Proposed deployment to production 
Requested Date As above, current resource loads, application and database dependencies, 

scheduled deployment windows, etc., will all impact our ability to deploy on a 
particular date. 
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Appendix B - Build Instructions Outline 
BUILD SUMMARY 

This section contains summary information about the build. 

Project name This is the official project name, which may 
or may not be the same as the CVS module 
name. 

Project version The official project version number, 
according to the NCICB version numbering 
policy. 

Build configuration (stage, prod, nightly, 
dependency, etc.) 

Each project might support multiple build 
configurations, and each configuration 
requires a separate set of build instructions. 

Technology stack At a minimum, the specific version of the 
JDK, Ant and application container (JBoss) 
should be identified here.  These versions 
must conform to the official technology stack 
supported. 

Build script The full path to the build script, relative to 
the project root. 

Build target The build target to invoke.  Named targets 
are preferable to leaving it blank and using 
the default. 

CVS repository root The full path to the CVS repository. 

CVS module The name of the CVS module (case sensitive). 

CVS branch For projects that support multiple concurrent 
releases using a branching strategy, identify 
the branch to build from.  This is not the 
same as the tag that is required as part of the 
deployment request. 

 

BUILD PROPERTIES 

This section should include all the properties that need to be passed in at build time.  
Identify all properties that must be passed, even those for which the value is unknown 
(such as database passwords).  These values will be provided by the build team.  The 
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values here will be passed into the build script using the -Dproperty=value syntax 
supported by Ant. 

Property Value 

  
 

JVM PROPERTIES 

This section should list all properties to be passed to the JVM, if any. 

Property Value 

  
 

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

Anthill also supports passing environment variable.  These should be identified here. 

Variable Value 

  
 

DEPLOYMENT UNIT 

This section should describe each file, and its full path (relative to the project root) that 
is required for a successful deployment.  Only files listed here will be delivered to the 
deployment team, and each should be clearly described in the deployment instructions as 
well. 

File Location 

  
 

DEPENDENT PROJECT(S) 

Anthill allows one build to be defined as a dependency of another.  For each dependent 
project, list the project and the nature of the dependency, and provide a separate set 
instructions to build the dependency. 

Project Description of dependency 

Attach complete build instructions for each 
dependent project 

List all dependent artifacts (jars, etc.) 
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ADDITIONAL BUILD INSTRUCTIONS 

Include any additional build instructions that don't fit into the above tables here, but 
please be sure that the information is build-specific (that is, not a deployment issue).  
This might include a list of names and email addresses for everyone who should be 
notified of the results of the build.  This section is not intended as a ‘catch-all’ for 
deployment instructions, which should be provided separately.  As a general rule of 
thumb, the more information included in this section the more complex the build and the 
more likely there will be delays in build and deployment. 
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Appendix C - Deployment Instructions Guide  
Rather than providing deployment instructions in the Deployment Request Form, each 
team is asked to create a separate document that describes in detail the steps necessary to 
deploy their application.   Since each deployment is different, not all of the information 
below is expected to apply to each application. 

 

Deployment specific instructions to accompany every deployment request. 

Application and Submitter Information 

Author Name & 
Phone # 

Self-explanatory Date Self-explanatory 

Application / 
Product Name 

Self-explanatory Version 
Number 

The official product version number 

Government 
Sponsor Name 
& Phone # 

Self-explanatory QA Sponsor 
Name & 
Phone # 

Self-explanatory 

 General Information Please complete the sections below, more detail is preferable to less 
detail... You may choose to leave the field blank if it does not apply to the 
product. 

Background References for additional information if needed by the deployment team. For example, 
Gforge documentation URL, Design Document URL, etc. 

Hardware  Operating System: (select one) 
      Solaris 
      Linux 
 

Minimum Required dedicated RAM:                           
This allows the Systems Group to maximize hardware use while achieving application 
performance goals. 

JBoss (select one) 
      JBoss 4.0.2 / Tomcat -5.5.9 / JDK 1.5.0_04  
      JBoss 4.0.4 / Tomcat -5.5.17 / JDK 1.5.0_06 
      JBoss 4.0.5 / Tomcat -5.5.20 / JDK 1.5.0_10 (Future Stack) 
      Other:  (please specify) 
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CaGRID (select one) 
      caGRID 1.0 Security Enable (Globus 4.0.3/Tomcat-5.0.28) 
      caGRID 1.0 (Globus 4.0.3/Tomcat-5.0.28) 
      Other:  (please specify) 

Database (select one) 
      Oracle 9.2.0.6 (on Solaris)       Oracle 10.x (on Linux) 
      MySQL 4.1.19         MySQL 5.0.27   (Future) 
      PostgreSQL 8.1.3         PostgreSQL 8.2.1 (Future) 
      Other:  (please specify) 

External 
Dependencies 

What other applications and servers outside of CBIIT / NCICB are required for this 
application to function? 

FTP Explain the FTP environment needed. Include secure/non-secure requirements, space 
allocation, estimated growth rate and file retention period. 

Deployment Units 

Archive files List EAR, JAR, WAR, TAR, ZIP files to be deployed. These files are 
produced by the build request. Specific deployment steps instructions should 
be noted in the “Detailed Instructions” section below. 

JBoss Property 
File Updates 

Log4j.xml, oracle-ds.xml, login-config.xml, properties-service.xml etc are 
shared by all applications deployed in the container. Include the file name 
and specific updates here. 

Other 
Configuration 
Files  

Hibernate-properties.xml, etc. 

Configuration Directives 

Container 
Configuration 

Classpath, min and max heap size, headless, etc. 

Logging Provide the Log4j.xml (or appropriate) configuration file location. This is specific to the 
deployed product and not shared or used for an application container, e.g. Jboss, Tomcat, 
Apache, etc. 

If custom logging is performed, include instructions on where the log file format and output 
file locations are configured as well as examples on how to specify the configuration 
values. 
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External 
Datasource 

Provide the data source configuration file location. This is specific to the deployed product 
and not shared or used for an application container, e.g. Jboss, Tomcat, Apache, etc. 

If custom configuration is performed, include instructions on where and 
how the data source is configured as well as examples on how to specify the 
configuration values. 

Authentication 
Module (e.g. 
JAAS) 

Provide these directives, e.g. login-config.xml entries, only if an externalized 
configuration file is not included as a deployment unit. 
 
Provide details about your authentication / authorization sources, if they are internal. 

If the External datasource  described above serves this function, please identify the 
authentication component here. 

Properties-
services 

Provide these directives only if an externalized configuration file is not included as a 
deployment unit. 
 
Details of properties-services directives. 

Setup & 
Configure 
Externalized 
Properties 

Other system managed external files used by the application and not 
included above. 

Please provide specific installation instructions as appropriate. 

CSM Configuration  

CSM 
Configuration 

CSM relevant information. 

UPT 
Configuration 

 UPT relevant information. 

Standalone modules or scripts 

Automated 
Scripts 

Identify automated scripts needed to process external tasks. Include 
frequency to be run, intended location, script dependencies, output files, 
temporary directory locations, etc. 

Manual Scripts Identify manual scripts needed to process any TAR or ZIP file included in 
the “Deployment Units” section above. 

Dependencies and Children 
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Database 
Dependency 

Is there a database component for this deployment? 
      Yes 
      No 

If Yes, provide instructions in the sections below. 

APIs and 
Services 

CBIIT Services required for this application: (select all that apply). 
      CSM (specify version) 
      RMI (explain) 
      caCORE API (specify version) 
      EVS Services (explain) 
      Analysis Services (explain) 
      caGRID Framework (explain) 
      Other (please specify) 

Child services Identify other applications or services dependent on this deployment. This exposes the 
deployment environment and potential impact of restarts. Identify static connection 
dependencies which may require child services restart, for example, RMI server and 
webServices, or R servers and Portal. 

System Interaction Details 

Cache Any caching mechanism used, the directory required for cache, if this directory must exist 
in advance or if application creates it, expiration details of cache mechanism and cleaning 
strategy for cache, e.g. EHCache. 

Hibernate ( 
ORM ) 

Details about hibernate or other ORM product. Externalize this property if 
you want to control hibernate logging.  If not externalized, disable 
sql_query logging for stage/prod builds. 

File System Setup and configuration of the file system. Include size, expected growth, file retention 
plans, static vs. dynamic content, performance characteristics, cleanup method, 
layout/structure, configured directory references, coded directory references, Apache 
accessible, etc. 

This is required for all permanent, semi-permanent and temporary file storage. 

Mail 
Forwarding 

SMTP configuration. This must be included for any and all application e-mail uses. 

Grid Services 

Grid Details Service offered, grid version, grid dependencies. 

Detailed Instructions 
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EAR, WAR, 
JAR, TAR and 
ZIP 
Deployment 

Detailed procedure for deployment. 

RMI Detailed procedure for deployment of RMI services. 

Database 
Interaction 

Explain, in detail, the necessary steps required to coordinate this application deployment 
with the database. This is required when the deployment has both a software and database 
component. Estimate the processing time required for any database scripts. 

File Copy Include source and target locations for files to be copied. Assume the target location for all 
tiers is identical, e.g. if the directory is /local/content/application on DEV and QA it will be 
the same on all others. Be sure that files are in a location which will be accessible to 
deployment team. Ideally this will be the CVS project. Shared drives for development may 
not be available to other teams. 

Web Server Configuration 

DNS Entries Dev, QA, Stage, and Production host names to be registered in DNS. 

Apache Apache configuration or redirection, e.g. options, aliases, mime-types, logs, reports, HTML 
file types, Index files, etc. 

SSL Encrypting session data is strongly encouraged when using authentication 
mechanisms with real user credentials. 

Single Sign On Provide details when using NIH Single Sign On services. 

Test Cases 

Pre Deployment 
Tests 

Tests to perform before deployment to assure normal application/product operations. 
These tests are used in the event a deployment roll-back is necessary. Also strongly 
encouraged when different than the post-deployment tests. 

The tests may be written in a separate document provided it is placed in a location 
accessible to the deployment team, preferably on GForge. 

Post 
Deployment 
Tests 
 
 

This is required. 

Post deployment validation tests. Detail specific steps and include results for a successful 
process. The test fails if it deviates in any way from the documented results. These should 
derive from QA test plans documented during product development. 

The tests may be written in a separate document provided it is placed in a location 
accessible to the deployment team, preferably on GForge. 
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Appendix D – Database Deployment Request Form 
Database Deployment Request 

Requester Name  Date  

Requester Phone  Project/Application  

Requested Completion 
Date* 

   

Database Information 

Target Database Schema  Source Database Schema (if 
applicable) 

 

Target Database Name 
(SID) 

 Source Database Name (SID) (if 
applicable) 

 

Target Database Tier  Source Database Tier (if applicable)  

Script Information 

Script Name & Location  

Special Instructions  

Change Information 

Type of Change (new schema, schema refresh, data load, alter 
schema, other) 

 

Description of Change  

Dependencies [list any applications that might be affected by this database deployment] 

Is this deployment related to an application deployment? 
(yes/no) 

 

Application Deployment 
Dependencies (Application 
Names) 

 

 
 
* The Requested Completion Date will be used for a completion timeframe only.  There is no guarantee 
that this date will be met due to deployment window schedules, application dependencies, resource 
schedules, etc.  This date just provides a timeframe for when the requester would like the deployment 
completed. 
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Appendix E – Content and Application Deployment Schedule 

Deployment Windows 
The Systems team has recently expanded the number of available deployment windows, 
in an effort to provide for faster turn-around of deployment requests.  Thus there is no 
longer a distinction between normal and expedited deployments (although major planned 
releases will be handled differently, if necessary; see discussion below).  All deployments 
will be handled as quickly as possible, depending mainly on the completeness and 
correctness of the deployment package and the Systems team’s familiarity with the build 
and deployment process for the application.  The new schedule includes daily shared 
deployment windows, which give priority to production deployments, and wider 
afternoon staging deployment windows.   Please note that the goal is to have all 
deployment activities begin in the published window, not necessarily to end in the 
window.  

In practice, it’s unlikely that any staging deployments will be proactively scheduled in the 
morning window, unless it’s known that there are no pending production deployments.  
However, if there is still time remaining in the morning window after all other 
deployments have been successfully completed, some scheduled afternoon deployments 
may be moved up. 

 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8-10 AM  
Shared Window 

8-10 AM 
Shared Window 

8-10 AM 
Shared Window 

8-10 AM 
Shared Window 

8-10 AM 
Shared Window 

2-4 PM Staging 
Window 

2-4 PM Staging 
Window 

2-4 PM Staging 
Window 

2-4 PM Staging 
Window 

2-4 PM Staging 
Window 

 

• All deployments will begin during a scheduled window, insofar as possible.  
However, due to the increasing complexity of many application deployments, it is 
possible that some requests would have to be scheduled outside the usual 
windows.   

• Deployments to staging will generally occur in the next available scheduled 
window, following a successful review of the approved change request package 
by the Systems team.  During the review period, the submitted request may be 
returned to the Development team for additional information.   There is no set 
deadline for normal deployment requests, although the review period will always 
apply.  In theory, any complete and correct staging request that is received by 
10:00 AM will be eligible for the 2-4 PM staging window, although current 
workloads and previously scheduled activities may necessitate a later window. 

• The application code must have undergone at least 24 hours of testing in the 
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staging environment prior to its migration to production.   Because the production 
deployment windows begin first thing in the morning, all production requests 
must effectively be received by 11:00 AM the day before in order to be eligible 
for the next day’s production window.   As noted above for staging deployments, 
eligibility for a window does not guarantee deployment in that window.  
Therefore, in general, production deployment requests received after hours will 
not be eligible for deployment in the next morning’s production window.  Those 
teams needing an exception to this rule should follow the exception procedures 
outlined above. 

• Following the deployment of an application to production, there is a 24-hour 
period in which the Development team can request a ‘rollback’.  The Systems 
team would revert to the previous version of the application in the event that a 
major bug was discovered that adversely affected functionality for end users.  The 
development team will be notified and requested to correct the problem at their 
earliest opportunity. 

 

Major Releases 
Major project releases, especially those that involve multiple applications and large-scale 
changes to the database, generally don’t fit into the published deployment windows.  In 
these situations, the Systems team will work with development teams and product 
managers to develop a custom build and deployment plan.  During periods covered by 
these special plans, it is anticipated that the deployment windows described here will be 
suspended. 
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Appendix F – The Four-Tier Architecture 

 

Table 1 above depicts the 4-tier architecture and its role in the deployment process.  The 
labeled arrows represent the promotion of changes into the configuration management 
library (CML), which is CVS, as well as to the application servers running on the various 
tiers. 

1. Promotion A represents developers promoting locally tested changes to the CML 
where they will become visible to other developers. 

2. Promotion B represents promotion of all developers' changes to an integration 
area and/or an automated nightly integration build. 

3. Promotion C represents promotion of integrated code to the QA tier where the 
individual teams' QA staff will perform testing. 

4. Promotion D is done at the behest of QA managers, when they are prepared to 
certify a build as ready for promotion to staging.  It is at this point that the QA 
manager should create a tag on the codebase to denote the certified code.  This tag 
is used by the SCM to create a staging build, and possibly a promoted production 
build as well. 

5. Promotion E is really a demotion.  Either the QA manager or the SCM may return 
a proposed deployment candidate if any errors (broken builds or deployment 
problems) are discovered. 

6. Promotion F and Promotion G represent production deployments of a successful 
staging deployment.  Promotion F represents taking the same binary file that was 
deployed on staging, and deploying it to production.  This may be possible for 

 

Table 1 - The role of the 4-tier architecture in the deployment process 
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some applications that don't have tier-specific build configurations.  However, for 
those that do, Promotion G will be used, in which the production build is created 
using the same tag that was previously promoted to staging.  Note that although it 
isn't shown on this diagram, Demotion E is also possible from production back to 
QA. 

 


